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The Nissan Pathfinder is a lineup of sport utility vehicles manufactured by Nissan since ,
originally sharing Nissan's compact pickup truck platform, and now in its fourth generation.
Beginning in , the R51 series was marketed internationally as the Pathfinder. The first
generation Pathfinder was introduced as a two-door body-on-frame SUV, sharing styling and
most components with the Nissan Hardbody Truck. Before the Pathfinder there was the Nissan
Bushmaster an aftermarket conversion of the Datsun Truck , but they are rare as well. Its
optional 4WD system that could be engaged electronically while the vehicle was moving, unique
at the time, and a four-speed automatic transmission. In certain countries this generation also
came with a 2. In Japan, it was exclusive to Nissan Bluebird Shop locations, where it was called
the Terrano as a smaller companion to the larger Nissan Safari. As the Japanese market Terrano
was regarded as a luxury vehicle, with an emphasis on outdoor leisure activities, the Terrano
was introduced to Japanese buyers as an off-road, back country Fairlady ZX. Ownership costs
to Japanese drivers are expensive due to the exterior dimensions exceeding dimension
regulations and the engine displacement incurring a higher annual road tax obligation. To
emphasize this marketing approach, the Terrano was available with options not normally found
on other budget-minded vehicles. Some of the upmarket Japanese-model options were
climate-controlled air conditioning, electrically powered windows, seats, door locks, and, in ,
Recaro seats. The emphasis on luxury was partly due to a strong economy in Japan, in what is
now regarded as the Japanese " bubble economy ". In , the first generation Terrano was entered
in the 9th Paris to Dakar rally race, with continued entries in rally races for many years, winning
multiple times in its category. The four-door Pathfinder was introduced in October to enhance
the Pathfinder's market appeal, but the overall vehicle length and wheelbase were not extended
to accommodate the rear doors. At its introduction to North America, to Pathfinders came with a
two-door body. In early it became only a four door. Some US Pathfinders came with the two
door body, but they are rare. When the four door version was introduced, Nissan chose to
conceal the door handles as a part of the "C" pillar trim to visually make it appear like a
two-door truck with a camper shell , with the conventional door handles on the front doors. The
front doors were slightly shortened to accommodate the rear doors. From to Pathfinders were
available with either the Nissan VG30i 3. In the V6 received an upgrade from throttle body
injection to a multi point fuel injection system. Also in , the Z24i was replaced with the KA24E.
The first generation continued until Only A facelift occurred in when the 4-door model was
introduced. The front grille was revised, numerous interior trim level options became available
and numerous exterior packages were offered by dealerships. The models received a third
brake light and the models received a curved dashboard. Two more facelifts occurred for
Indonesian production Terrano in and , this facelifts made the exterior and interior looks more
modern unlike the global version of first generation Pathfinder. Nissan Terrano Spirit S3 with
new crystal rear lights rear, Indonesia. The second generation Pathfinder was introduced in late
with revised styling using unibody rather than body-on-frame construction. This engine was the
VQ35DE. The 4 cylinder engine option was no longer available. The market position held by the
Terrano in Japan was replaced by the Nissan Murano in The Japanese market Terrano and high
luxury content Terrano Regulus saw demand drop significantly due to the hard economic times
felt in Japan, known as the Lost Decade. Nissan offered a smaller, off-road vehicle to its
Japanese customer base who enjoyed the Pathfinder when it introduced the Nissan X-Trail in
The Pathfinder received a facelift for the In , the Pathfinder again received a new steering wheel.
Major differences between these vehicles and the Pathfinder include a more upscale interior,
and unique styling. Marketed as a luxury vehicle , The Terrano Regulus offered off-road
capability with a low-range four-wheel-drive system and 8. The displacement went from 3. The
timing belt was replaced with a timing chain and the ignition distributor was replaced with an
individual coil ignition system. In Japan, the Terrano Regulus trim package was no longer
offered. Also, a rear-wheel drive QX4 model was added through were only available in 4WD.
Employing laser sensors, the system was designed to automatically speed or slow the QX4 to
keep it a constant distance from cars ahead. A power moonroof that came standard. The last
QX4 was manufactured during November The new R51 Pathfinder uses the Nissan F-Alpha
platform , thus returning to a body on frame construction. It is powered by a 4. The larger
Pathfinder Armada debuted in late , but was based on the Titan full-sized pickup truck and
dropped the "Pathfinder" prefix in Some of the badge positions on the rear liftgate were
tweaked, and this version also received the Titan's 5. Over the combined cycle manual versions
use 8. Both figures are class competitive. A version of the engine with a diesel particulate filter
DPF is also available in certain markets. The revised models have been given a new look front
and rear to differentiate them from their predecessors. Changes at the front include a new
bonnet, revised grille and a new bumper assembly. A new headlamp design with projectors is
offered for Xenon lamps. Headlamps washers now pop up from beneath body color moulding in

the bumpers. V8 models are given a discreet V8 badge at the leading edge of both front doors
and a new side moulding across the doors. A redesigned Pathfinder went on sale in late
October as a model. Just like the second generation Pathfinder, it once again moved away from
a body-on-frame, truck-based SUV and adopted a unibody design. The third row has more leg
room than the Nissan Rogue. A concept, nearly identical to the eventual production model, was
first revealed at the North American International Auto Show. Retail availability was scheduled
for September The Pathfinder is now significantly lighter than the previous generation, with the
FWD model weighing pounds, while the 4WD Pathfinder weighs pounds. This generation also
abandons the door handles that were placed on the C pillar that were present in the previous
three generations. It has not been scheduled to go on sale in Japan, nor is it assembled there.
Changes to the US model include: [9] [10] [11]. Canadian models of Pathfinder includes
Pathfinder 3. A locally built Pathfinder entered the Russian market in November Introduced for
model year , the Pathfinder Hybrid, available in 2-wheel drive and 4-wheel drive configurations,
uses a supercharged 2. The Li-ion battery fits under the 3rd row seat, with no effect on space
used for cargo or passengers. The Pathfinder Hybrid will also had hybrid emblems and hybrid
LED taillights versus the non-hybrid model. Nissan discontinued the Pathfinder Hybrid after the
model year due to limited availability and poor sales in the United States discontinued after the
model year in Canada and in other global markets except Australia and New Zealand. Restyled
taillights will be standard on Platinum trim levels, and all Pathfinders will also have new exterior
colors added. The interior also has redesigned cup holders. The model year is also its 30th
anniversary for the Nissan Pathfinder but there won't be any 30th anniversary special edition
model for the Pathfinder. The appearance package is only available on the SV and SL trim
levels. The package adds 18" X 75" dark-finished aluminum alloy wheels, black overfenders and
black door handles, Rock Creek Edition badging, leatherette-appointed seating with cloth
inserts and Rock Creek Edition badging SV trim level , leather appointed seating with Rock
Creek Edition badging SL trim level , and premium Rock Creek Edition interior trim. The
fifth-generation Pathfinder was unveiled on 4 February , scheduled for a second-quarter of
debut as a model. This model replaced the CVT with a 9-speed automatic transmission supplied
by ZF , a standard trailer sway control feature, a standard 8-inch touchscreen multimedia
system with a choice of optional 9-inch touchscreen with The new Pathfinder also has two-tone
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earned some green. He won his V8 Supercars title in , and finished second in , , and Ingall has
also won the Bathurst , in and His particular driving style earned him the nickname "Enforcer".
Ingall began his motor racing career at age 12 competing at the Whyalla go-kart track in South
Australia. After winning an Australian Junior and several Senior karting Championships he
moved overseas to race karts in Europe before making the transition into Formula Ford. During
his karting career he lost his right-index finger at the first joint in an accident, however this
didn't affect his racing. Competing in only his second Formula Ford event, Ingall finished third
in a support race at the Australian Grand Prix in Adelaide. Over the next few years Ingall proved
to be a force in the Motorcraft Formula Ford Driver to Europe Series finishing runner-up before
claiming the crown in the Ingall headed to Europe in Ingall also had the opportunity to compete
in Peter Wearing Smith's team at the Macau Grand Prix , where he started 23rd and overtook
David Coulthard to finish in fifth position. Over the northern winter Ingall competed in the New
Zealand Dunlop Formula Ford series, winning easily with 10 victories from 12 races. Ingall made
history in returning to the United Kingdom to drive for the factory Van Diemen team to win 13
out of the 16 races in the British Formula Ford Championship and in the process recording the
highest number of wins in a single season in the history of Formula Ford. The season was
finished off by winning one of the most prestigious single-seater events â€” the Formula Ford
Festival and World Cup at Brands Hatch in Britain. Ingall was never able to live up to his full
potential in Europe due to a lack of funding and later returned to Australia. This is common for
Australian race drivers in Europe. After spending the first half of in the Japanese Formula 3
Championship Ingall made his return to Touring Cars, having previously driven for the Bob
Forbes Racing team in , driving for Wayne Gardner Racing at the Sandown and Bathurst Ingall
and Win Percy led at Bathurst for some time before finishing fifth. Ingall went on to win the
British Formula Renault Championship before joining Perkins Engineering for its campaign for
the endurance races back in Australia. Ingall figured prominently in the team's epic last to first
victory at Bathurst. He would then become a permanent face of the V8 Supercar Championship
throughout season. During his first year, Ingall claimed his maiden victory at Calder Park and
then went on to win the Bathurst for the second time in He also finished second in and In his
seven years with Perkins Engineering, Ingall finish runner-up in the championship three times ,
and and was third in Following seven years with the Perkins team Ingall moved to Stone
Brothers Racing at the start of in winning style taking out the support races at the Australian
Grand Prix. He also went on to win rounds at the Queensland and the Gillette V8 Supercar
Challenge at the Lexmark Indy on the Gold Coast, Queensland before eventually finishing
seventh outright in the championship. In Ingall was again consistent with the highlight of the
season coming with a round win at Symmons Plains in round In the final round at Eastern Creek

Raceway , he finished third overall to jump from fourth to second in the championship in his
Caltex Ford Falcon BA and give Stone Brothers Racing an historic 1â€”2 finish as his teammate
Marcos Ambrose won the championship. In Ingall went one better, collecting his first V8
Supercar championship after having been runner-up four times. Ingall went into the season with
a plan and he followed it to the final race of the season, which was held at the Phillip Island
circuit. He raced "smarter" than he ever had before and worked out his strategy around the V8
Supercars points system to collect the title ahead of Craig Lowndes and Marcos Ambrose. In
Ingall saw the championship slip from his grasp due to poor performance from his car which
saw him finish the championship in eighth place. In the lead-up to the season finale, Ingall
announced he was Holden bound, thus leaving Stone Brothers Racing and Ford after five years.
He finished the championship for the first time outside the top 10, placing a disappointing
eleventh. For Ingall moved to Paul Morris Motorsport. Ingall returned to the Holden fray in with
Paul Morris Motorsport , now sponsored by automotive parts retailer Supercheap Auto. Ingall's
debut race meeting for his new team proved less than ideal. Finishing in 14th place in the first
leg of the Clipsal , contact with the wall at Turn 8 during the morning warmup saw steering and
suspension damage to the No. Repairs were made in time for the start of Race 2, but the car was
not the same, and he retired after just two laps, with failure in the ignition system. Ingall
remained with Paul Morris Motorsport until the end of In , Ingall continued the use of the No.
Ingall's form for the year thus far has been inconsistent. At Townsville , Ingall celebrated his th
race start a new record beating John Bowe 's by using No. After toying with the idea of retiring
from full-time motorsports in , Ingall announced returned to V8 Supercars in the season with
Lucas Dumbrell Motorsport. At the end of , Ingall retired from full-time driving. He will still
compete as a co-driver in the three endurance races. In , Ingall signed with the Holden Racing
Team to race in the endurance series after James Courtney was injured in a freak accident. With
Courtney returning to race in the Gold Coast , Prodrive Racing Australia signed Ingall as a
replacement for Chaz Mostert , who was unable to drive due to injuries from his Bathurst crash.
In October , Ingall became the brand ambassador for Soudal Australia for their innovative range
of sealants, expanding foams and adhesives. Soudal are best known for their sealant adhesive
called T-Rex which fixes, bonds and seals everything to everything. From Wikipedia, the free
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the V8Supercar Championship Series Are you an owner of a car dealership or a local vehicle
distributor? Or maybe you are just an individual with a car that you wish to sell. You also might
be a possible buyer looking for the best car deal out there. Even if you are someone who is
simply interested in cars then you have reached the best place where you can find all of that
and much more right here. Through this section, the process of selling your car is made easier
and faster. It allows you to reach as many buyers as possible in the shortest period of time and

through your own words. All you need is to spare some minutes of your time and you will be
able to reach a huge number of buyers across the country. No matter what brand your car or
vehicle is or whether it is a used or a brand new car, you can make sure that you will get the
best possible deal through here with minimal effort and in the quickest manner. Selling or
buying cars right here will not only guarantee you the best possible deal, but it will also be a fun
and a trust worthy experience. Sellers and buyers can communicate easily one- on â€”one, and
seal their deals in a way they both prefer. You are not only advertising your car, you are also
using your own advertising skills through here. You are becoming your own salesperson. After
all, you are the owner of the car and you are the one who can describe it perfectly. This will
attract more buyers and your advertisement will reach a very wide range of buyers in no time
while sitting at your couch. If you are a buyer, you can rest assured that here is the widest range
of car deals and offers you can possibly find. No matter what car brand, condition, type, model,
year, type of gear, price or even shape and color you are looking for. You will also be able to
communicate directly with sellers, negotiating prices to find your best deal. If you are not
planning on buying a car right now and only thinking about it or it will happen sometime in the
future, this is also definitely the place for you. You can do your own research scrolling through
this wide range of options, cars of different types, shapes and sizes that will match your taste
and give you an idea of the price ranges that fit within your budget plans. Firstly, you should
determine your own needs. For instance, if you have a large family or planning on having
children then you should consider a vehicle that is accommodating for your family. So you
should really decide which extras are important for you and which are not. You should also
study your budget well and decide which car brands and models fit within your budget. Finally,
you should do a thorough research comparing car brands, models and conditions to see which
ones fit your criteria best; this could be easily done with the help of this section. Recent studies
show that car brands including Toyota, Chevrolet, Hyundai, Nissan, Honda and Ford were
amongst the best selling in recent years. While the sales differ from one region to the other, still
those brands ranked the highest globally with Toyota coming first as the top selling car brand in
the world. Cars For Sale. Car Make Enter Car Make. From From To. You can change your
preferred currency later from Settings Agree Close. More options. Less options. Save Cancel.
Chat is not ready yet. Photos Price only. Ads around me Your location will be used in order to
show you the nearby Ads Activate Later. Add to Favorites. Do you want to save the current
search criteria? Save search View all saved. Sell your car right away and much more Are you an
owner of a car dealership or a local vehicle distributor? Enjoy the experience of selling and
buying cars Selling or buying cars right here will not only guarantee you the best possible deal,
but it will also be a fun and a trust worthy experience. Best selling car brands in the world
Recent studies show that car brands including Toyota, Chevrolet, Hyundai, Nissan, Honda and
Ford were amongst the best selling in recent years. Mitsubishi Lancer Mitsubishi Pajero. Honda
Accord Honda Civic. We are always at your service! Contact us. Email Address ae opensooq.
Help Center You have a query or a problem. Don't miss out on these deals. Member blocked.
Chat was disconnected, click here to refresh. Replies within. Error while uploading. Introduction
This policy implements the procedures set forth in 17 U. It is the policy of the Company to
respect the legitimate rights of copyright owners, their agents, and representatives. Users of
any part of the Company computing system are required to respect the legal protections
provided by applicable copyright law. Email: violations contact form this email address is only
for copyright infringement claims â€” you will not receive a reply if the matter is not a copyright
issue : legal hollywood. When we receive proper notification of claimed infringement, the
Company will follow the procedures outlined herein and in the DMCA. An electronic or physical
signature of the copyright owner or a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an
exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. Identification of the copyrighted work or works
claimed to have been infringed. Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or
to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be removed or access to which is to be
disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to locate the material.
Information reasonably sufficient to permit the Company to contact the complaining party,
including an address, telephone number, and, if available, an email address at which the
complaining party may be contacted. A statement that the information in the notice is accurate,
and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on behalf of the
owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed. If you do not include all of the above
information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a delay of the processing of the DMCA
notification. Please note that, under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly
materially misrepresents that material or activity is infringing may be subject to liability. Please
also note that the information provided in your notification to us may be forwarded to the
person who provided the allegedly infringing content. Company reserves the right to publish

Claimant information on the site in place of disabled content. The Company will comply with the
appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a counter notification is received. Please note
that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially misrepresents
that material or activity was removed or disabled by mistake or misidentification may be subject
to liability. Accommodation of Standard Technical Measures It is Company policy to
accommodate, and not interfere with, standard technical measures it determines are reasonable
under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use the wp menu builder Click here - to use the wp
menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More? Sign Up for Our Newsletter! Follow hollywood.
Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice Procedures for Copyright Owners The following
elements must be included in your copyright infringement complaint notice: 1. We use cookies
to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Shop by Size. We do not have those parts
for your vehicle. Please select another part category. All Federal catalytic converters meet EPA
requirements. Federal Catalytic Converters are not legal for sale, installation or use in the state
of California. Converters in this catalog are based on Executive Orders issued by the California
Air Resource Board and must be used in accordance with this information. In California, it is
illegal to select a catalytic converter for installation based solely on vehicle weight and engine
size. In Colorado, it is illegal to select a catalytic converter for installation based solely on
vehicle weight and engine size. You can find out by inspecting the emissions sticker that is
located in your engine compartment. All model year and newer vehicles that were manufactured
with California or State emissions certification. All model year and earlier vehicles or any model
year vehicle that was manufactured with EPA or Federal emissions non State certification. All , ,
and newer vehicles that were manufactured with California or State emissions certification. All
model year vehicles, and all model year or earlier vehicles. All model year vehicles that were
manufactured with EPA or Federal emissions certification. Select the option that best describes
your vehicle. We want to make sure the part fits your specific vehicle so we need a little more
information from you. For additional program details, requirements and eligibility - learn more.
Read More Accept. Select Your Vehicle Type. Shop By Vehicle Year. Sub Model. Select Your
Vehicle Specifications It is possible we may not have parts for certain vehicles. Where is your
Vehicle Registered? New York. Federal EPA. Vehicle Details Select the option that best
describes your vehicle. What is your EFN? Shop by Vehicle Select your vehicle type to find the
right parts for your vehicle. Vehicle Specifications Select your vehicle type to find the right parts
for your vehicle. Vehicle Registration Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your
vehicle. Vehicle Emissions Choose which emissions standard is equipped on your vehicle.
Vehicle Details We need to know a little more about your vehicle. Vehicle EFN Choose which
emissions standard is equipped on your vehicle. Find a Retailer or Installer. Search for a
Location. Results 25 50 75 Both Installer Retailer. Connect With Magnaflow. Step 4: Recycling
Your job is done! You helped keep things clean and earned some green. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Gentlemen, Start Hacking Your
Engines. The other question is "for how long? There's no such thing as a free lunch, and the
Viper and Turbo come with warranties as well as proven track records of reliability: both should
easily go a decade and K miles without rebuilds. You can pay now or pay later. Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. I own a '93 infiniti G20 and am considering
making several modifications to try and add hp and beef up the performance a bit. I found a chip
upgrade at stillen. Anybody had any experiences with using these chips in an infiniti or other
small cars? July I've changed the chips in small engines and big engines. Unless, it has a turbo
the change seems to be negligible, except that now you'll have to use premium. But they do
work great if you've added other modifications like an exhaust, or air filter assembly, etc. On
another note if your really planning on doing several changes to the engine your better off
waiting untill they are done before changing the chip. Some performance shops can tune the
chip to take into account the changes you've made, and really make the chip work for you and
the other mods you've done. August Anyone have any experience or info. Is there much of a
difference? The chip for the turbo increases hp approx. I chipped my 1. Literally breaks the tires
loose when the turbo kicks in. Does anyone have any information on whether chip upgrades will
affect the warranty? Also, if i buy a performance chip ie The warranty issue is a grey area. Go to
the A4. Many chip tuners offer socketed chips removable that prevent the issues of warranty
coming up. When your car has to be serviced for a problem switch to your stock chip. It helps if
you liver near a tuner. I was lucky. Wetterauer was only a hour from my house so I drove down
and was chipped in less than an hour. If you can't do that the next alternative and most common
is to mail in your ECU. Go to Wetts site for more info on this as well. Their address is May Thanx
The self leveling system uses sensors, an on-board air compressor, and air shocks to keep the
rear of the car level regardless of load. The Traction Control permits you to start and drive

normally when it is on. If you turn it off, it forces the transmission to start in 2nd gear. If you put
the TC back on, it will allow 1st gear starts again. Richard Moore '97 Eldorado Owner. November
If so what suspension modifications should I have done to handle the increased power.
December My friend has an Audi S4, and once he replaced the computer itself, he's able to
toggle between 3 modes: stock, valet, and chip. I couldn't believe the difference that chip made
Of course, the Vette still handles a hell of a lot better, no doubt. I'm skipping the chip for my
SUV -- it aint worth it, not even if I change the headers, exhaust, etc. Translation: too much
money for too little performance increase Don't go anyplace else but Jim Wolf Technology.
They don't use "chips" they reprograme your ECU and custom-taylor the programe to your
aftermarket changes. You should check out freshalloy. How many people dyno their cars before
and after receiving a chip upgrade to make sure they aren't buying exaggerated products?
March Companies like Superchips Diablo Jet, etc. The bigger names in ECU chip mods. I
dynoed each one in my old Focus. Not one of them gained more than 2 hp and the Superchips
lost torque across the board. Naturally aspirated they are a total waste of money. They are only
worth it if you have an automatic or a turbo. Even so you would be better off spending more and
getting the AVC-R. The only use I had for them was rev-limiter and speed limiter removal. I have
heard very good things about chips for the VW but why get a chip when you can just get the
AVC for the same cost? April While this probably isn't news to engineers, it's only just now
being noticed by the world at large, including programmers. What about a z3 2. How do they fair
with the chips? It takes that pesky governer off right? Does it set rev limiters and new redlines
or are they completly removed? Im assuming since its a naturally aspirated motor I shouldnt
buy the chip unless I have cold air induction, new exhaust, or a turbo correct? Would it be worth
it to do some modifications on the car? Are Mod chips availabe for the 3. Try the basic
maintenance routines first tune-up, etc. January Rascon's Civic howling away on the
dynamometer, Mr. Wilmizig adjusted air and fuel mixtures on his laptop while Mr. Church read
out continually increasing horsepower numbers. Programming a chip with a laptop isn't
anything new - it's relatively simple, but you aren't going to triple the horsepower on a car no
matter what kind of fuel or spark curve you're running. Plus, he surely didn't buy a Civic AND
make hp on 8 grand. Just look at what N group rally cars can do And the rules put a restraint on
the size of intake manifolds Mr Aguilar did not have such restrictions. I believe this is possible,
especially since Honda engines are rev happy. Pity there are not more technical details but I bet
the hp are put out in the 7k range. Limiting CR to or , with the most radical cam and intake
yields around Aguilar says. Besides, to run low 10s like he says takes nearly hp in a lb car, not
hp. That article was written by someone who nows jack about cars and believed everything the
guy told him. That works fine for 12 seconds, but what about a 30 mile ride to the next town??
I'll give you a hint - his Honda came in on a trailer. Bear in mind, also: 6, hp Top Fuel motors
don't run oil coolers or radiators because they only run for 20 seconds from start, burnout and
the race! February I've had a chip in my Cougar for over 2 years and never had a problem with
it. It is a chip by Diablo. It greatly enhanced the feel of the automatic and I picked up both hp
and torque on the dyno. I'm not running a stock Cougar and my chip was burned to match the
enhancements, so that could be a big part of why I saw improvements and the individual with
the Focus didn't. The chip was the last enhancement. The car was dynoed before the chip install
and after, so I know for a fact the chip did indeed help. That was 2 years and 36, miles ago. No
problems at all since the install. Keeping 'car chippers' plugged in Boston Globe Steve, Host.
Anyone have anything new to chip in? Steve, Host. I recently purchased one of these units and
re-programmed my 04 Chevy 4x4 truck. I programmed it for the 93 octane tune, this is a dual
mode 93 or 87 octane handheld unit WOT shift points top of the power band , Stock shifts at
WOT were Firm shift mode, Top speed All other settings left at factory specs. SOP feel is killer!
Nice burnout and tire squeek at WOT! Total pig stock NO burnout or squeek! Data According to
supplied spec. As soon as the novelty of whipping on it is over Will report how it works out
using the 87 octane tune and mpgs Well I'm glad it seems to produce results. Many chips don't
but the programmable type at least can mess with the timing which, along with fuel enrichment ,
which is where you are getting the power. I kinda doubt those figures of HP jumps because to
get any substantial power you just can't keep adding fuel, you have to add air at some point.
But most stock systems are made to run quite lean, for emission and fuel efficiency, and a good
chip, along with a timing bump, can take advantage of that to a point. Actually, that doesn't
sound unreasonable to me. Aftermarket tuning chips don't typically add fuel, they usually
remove fuel to lean out the fuel mixture at WOT. So you don't need more air, you are just
optimizing the power of the combustion process and playing a little closer to the line on
detonation. Well that's sound reasonable but they must enrich at some point in the power band
or how would one justify the claims of HP in the mid-range? I'd like a chip to give me the "sweet
spot" when I'm pulling 3,, rpm. Also if a chip is leaning out at WOT and you are adding boost to

the turbo, that sounds ver-y risky. Fuel is also a coolant as I'm sure you know. I said WOT, not
just at redline. A good chip will give you power throughout the rev range, not just at redline.
Below that, the ECU is in closed loop mode, constantly adjusting the fuel delivery to keep the
mixture near stoiciometric The chip can't mess with that and you wouldn't want them to. If you
are at partial throttle and want more power, you just push a little harder with your right leg. It's
when you have it mashed to the floor and still want more that the chip will provide it. And, yes, if
you are increasing boost, the chip programmer needs to take that in to account. If you have a
chip programmed for stock boost and then you crank it up, you may have the opportunity to
rebuild your engine sooner than you had planned. A number of MR2 guys found that out the
hard way. Heck, the programmer even needs to know what octane gas you are running. If you
are in California and running 91 octane gas on a chip that was set up for the 93 octane gas
available in other states, you may well be on the wrong side of the detonation limits. Oh, the
expensive side of detonation limits I've been there. Okay thanks for the clarification I've heard
At partial throttle, closed loop operation, you have to run at That is the ideal for low emissions.
Any lower and you'll have excessive hydrocarbon emissions, any higher and you'll have too
much NOx. The O2 sensors on every production car I am aware of are Lambda sensors and can
only detect a narrow band around But at high throttle positions, when you go into open loop
mode, the ECU will determine fuel requirements based on predetermined tables or maps. The
mixture ratio will vary depending on several factors like load or throttle position , air flowrate,
engine speed, etc. Typically, the mixture ratio will be higher at low and high RPMs and lowest in
the midrange RPMs where detonation is most likely. Every factory ECU equipped car I have
seen runs below in the midrange RPMs, which is why a little leaning out produces some fairly
significant horsepower gains. Can anyone help me? June I'm not sure if you have the 6 cyl or 8
cyl but if you have the V8 and the Tindra layout is the same as my Sequoia, the Mass Air Flow
MAF sensoris right next to the big black box to the left of the engine that the air filter goes into.
There is an electrical connector right on top with five wires coming out it. You really need the
manuals and electrical schematics to be sure. That said and of virtually no use , I'd be very, very
leery of using that "chip" on my car. It really isn't a chip so much as a device that is external to
the ECU. They require a lot of reverse engineering of the ECU programming and a lot of time on
a dyno with a wide band O2 sensor. This is time consuming and expensive. The ads for that
"chip" don't tell you anything about what they do. I would suspect that based on the fact that
they are connecting to the MAF, IAT and CTS, that they are merely altering the airflow input to
the ECU causing a slight leaning of the mixture ratio and advancing of the ignition timing. This
could be a recipe for disaster. If it doesn't work it is no big deal. Frankly, I'm surprised that ebay
let's them advertise on their service. The ads state that it doesn't affect your warranty because it
can be easily removed before you bring it to the dealer. To me that is recommending fraud and I
wouldn't think ebay would want to expose themselves to that. Has anyone installed tuning chips
in a A4 3. If so, what chip manufacturer did you use, what was the cost and how much HP and
torque did you gain? Your return on investment is low. Maybe 5 to 10; is that worth it New to the
forums so I was wondering if anyone had any thought on using a hypertech III on the 05
duramaxs?? September I have an Infiniti FX45 which has the same mill as the Q45 and M45 but
makes 20 less horsepower for what reason - no one at Infiniti can say I have hit a brick wall
trying to find out if I can swap a Q45 chip with the one in my FX45 and recapture the "lost"
horsepower. Does anyone know why this would not work and who can help me? Does anyone
know if there is a programmer module for an Infiniti G35? If so, do you have a link? I haven't
been able to find anything. I'm planning on adding an AFE cold air intake with a granitelli mass
air flow sensor to my 99 sierra. I have a superchip programmer, that a rep told me not to use it
with the mass air sensor. So Im leaning towards the diablo to see if I can get a coustom
program to make eveything smooth. I will add the intake and sensor for a while then get a dyno
test. I need to know a good place t
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o send the dyno info to burn a custom program to fit my truck. SO Im in the same boat as you
in a way, I just need some info if possible. TY for reading. October Which chip are you thinking
of buying? Name of product or manufacturer? Do you have a website link we can look at? I
wouldn't go over 18", no way. Harsh ride and heavy tire wear, not worth it IMO. As for the chips,
you need to get their technical specs and read carefully HOW they achieve what they claim to
acheive. For instance, are they trying to advance your ignition timing? Or do they merely extend
your automatic transmission shifts heck you could do that for free in manual mode. Is it a real
chip or a re-flash? What proof do they offer for their claims? Who tested it for them? Are they

impartial and independent testers? You need to do your homework and the BEST thing is to talk
to someone who has installed the chip and tested it themselves. Well don't bring the car down
TOO much or you'll hammer the stock shocks to pieces.

